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LEGACY W A G E W N T  REQUIRES INFORMATION 
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R D. Hildebrmd 
U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office 
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Legacy Munugemelst Requim I h f m t i o n  describes the goal(s) of the U.S. Department of 
-’s Office of Legacy Managmnmt (LM) relative to aaintaining critical records and the 
way those pals  are being addressed at Hanford. The paper discusses the current pradces for 
document control, as well as the use of modern databases for both storing and accessing the data 
to support cleanup decisions. 
In addition to the hfbmation goals of LM, the H& Federal Facility Agreement and Consent 
Order, kaawn as the “Tri-Party Agreement” (TPA) is one of the mah Qivers in documentation 
and data management. The TPA, which specifics discrete milestones for cleaning up the 
Himford Site, is a legally binding agreemat among the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the 
Washqton State Department of Ecology (Ecxrlogy), and the U.S. Environmental htection 
Agency @PA). The TPA requires that DOE provide the lead regulatory agency with the results 
of analyticsh laboratory and non-labmatory testakdngs to help guide them in malung decisions. 
The Agrement dso catls for each eignatory to preserve - for at least ten years after the 
A p e m a t  has endgd - dl of the m d s  in its or its conkac&m, pwession related to srrmpl@ 
analysis, investigations, and monitoring conducted. The tools used at Hmhd to meet TPA 
requkmts are also the tools that can satisfy the needs of LM. 

Tbe October 2006 draft Strategic Plan for the Office of hgacy Managunat lists five goals: the 
secund god is ‘%preserve and protect legacy records and infwmation.” As stated in the draft plan, 
‘This goal recognizes LM’s d t m e n t  to successfully manage 
d v e s  of legacy sitesunder its authority.” Preserving and protecting records and infomation, 
however, mwt gtar& well before a site is turnad over to LM. It must start with the records f h n  
site operations wad continue through the cleanup pmccss. Policies, pmcdures, and practices for 
idomation management must be in place h m  the start of operations. Unfortunately, the United 
S t t h  was in a war at the start of m o n s  of the weapons-production sites and many of the 
techniques that were developed and processes followed were fmt-ofikind. Much of the history of 
Hanford is sparse. However, what is leR from that valiant period must be preserved to help 
current and futuke generations und-d, appreciate, and document Hanford’s history. 

hf’mnation, and 
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Established in the 1940s to p d u a  material for nuclear wapond as part of the Manhattan 
Project, Hatlford is often referred to as the world’s largest mvhfmentd cleanup project The 
Site covers mre than 580 square miles in a relativdy remote redon of mutheastm Washington 
state in the US. The production of nuclear materials at Hanford has left a legacy of tremendous 
proportions in terms of hazardous and radioactive waste. From a wastemanagement point of 
Vim, the task is ammow: 1,700 waste sites; 500 contaminated buildings; 450 billion gallons of 
liquid waste; 270 billion gallons of contaminated pundwata that exceeds &&&water 
standards; 53 million gallons of highly radioactive liquid waste stored in 177 underground tanks, 
9 reactors; 5 million cubic yards of m t a m h a t e d  soil; 22 thousand dnmzs of mixed waste; 2,300 
twsofsptmhrfuel ;  atld 17.8metrictcms o f p l ~ ~ - ~ m a ~ E l l . . , f o r j u s t a p a r t i a l  
listing. As far as infrastructure that supports the site, the numbers are almost as staggering: 500 
miles of mads, four &e stations, 200 buildings with 5 million square feet of floor space, 104 
miles of water lines, and 200 miles of electric lines. 

Pig. 1.  Hanfbrd is a 586-squammile r e s d o n  next to the Colrrmbia Eva in moutheastem 
Washington State. 
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OPEMTIONfi OVERVIEW OF TEE HANFORD SlTE 

In 1943, under the auspices of the Manhattan Project, the U,S. Army Corps of E~~ selected 
Hanfoxd to site nuclearmctors and s p a t - f u e l - p m d g  facilities ( F i e  1). Hmford‘a 
mission was to 
industrid mmpfex that included multiple facilities: fuel manufactwing, nuclear reactom, 
chemidpmcesshg, wastemmagemmtp and research. 

By 1944, the f i t  two of nine production reactom were constructed, located in the Site’s100 Area, 
and began irradiating lxcasljutn to produce plutonium. T h e  reactors irradiated approximately 
100,000 metric toons of Uranium fuel. Eight of the reactors, which ran until 1971, were graphite- 
moderated and wed water from the Columbia River for oncethrough cooIing. The ninth reactor, 
a dual-purpose unit (N Reactdr), used r d r d a t i n g  water coolant and produced plutonium for 
defense applications, as well as steam for electricity. N Reador, now deactivated, operated until 
1987. 

plutonium for national defeme. This objective required a large military- 

Two &t reaFtors and one commercial unit were also constructed and operated at the Himford 
Site: the Plutonilrm Recycle Test Reactar (PRTR), the Fast Flux Test Facility 0, and a unit 
owned and operatedby Waslhingtoxl Public Power Supply System, respectively. The PRTR was 
a heavy-mtm-moderated test reactor located in the 300 Area. The PRTR has been deactivated. 
FFTP, a sudium-cooled ractor located in the 400 Area, was- used to test fuel and material for 
advanced commercial nzLclear power plants. In 1993, FFTF began transitionhg towards 
permmmt shutdowa The commercial nuclear power plant, WNP-2, is a boiling water reactor 
that is stili operating today. 

Chmical-pmassing operations during nuclkar produdon generated highly radioactive liquid 
wastes. Abaut 245 million liters (65 million gallons) of hi&-lqvel waste are stored at the 
Hanford Site in 177 large single- and Wle-shelled underground tanks. The tanks, divided into 
18 groups (or ‘Tarxns”), are located in lhe 200 Area. Of the original 149 smgle-sheIl teznlcs, 67 
have laked, or are assumed to have leaked, about 3.8 milliotl Iiters (1 million gallons) of 
wntminated liquid to the soil column - r m t  estimate;g push the number even higher. The 28 
double shell tanks buitt *e 1 %8 have a tank-within-a-tank design ~‘OT better conbimmmt and 
have not laked. 

The solid waste garerated from past operations comists,of low-level radioactive waste, low-level 
mixed was@ tmmumll ‘c waste, and hamdous chemical waste. The current inventory of solid 
waste burid OT stated in undergmd trenches emd aboveground facilities is about 87,000 cubic 
metm (1 14,000 cubic yards) in the 100 h; 379,000 cubic meters (495,000 cubic yards) in the 
200 h; and 159,000 cubic meters (208,000 cubic yards) in the 300 Area. A commd low- 
level radioactive waste disposal Wlity, operated by US Ecology, is located southeast of the 200 
East Area on land leased h m  Washhgton State. 
pOElRL98-48, Vol. II) 

ENVIRONMENTAL LEGACY OF= COLD WAR ’ 

Like most industrial and mufactwing operations, the nuclear-weapons complex has generated 
waste, pollution, and amtamination. However, m y  problems posed by its operations are d i k e  

3 
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those associated with g y  othw industry. They include unique radiation hazards, unprecedmtd 
volwnes of contaminated water wnd soil, and a vast number of contaminated structures ranging 
h m  reacton, to chemical plants for the extraction of nuclear mafet‘ials, to evaporation ponds. 

Early in the race to unleash the power of the atom, scientists involved with the w q m s  complex 
raised Serious questions h u t  its wastemanagement p d c e i ~ .  Shortly &er the Atomic Energy 
Commission ww established, its 12-member Safety and tndustrial Health Advisory Board 
mortal that the “disposaI of contamhted waste in present quantities md by went methods ... 
if conhued for decades, presents the gravest of problans.” The imperatima of the nucleamrms 
race, however, demanded that weapons production and testing be given the h t  priority, rather 
than waste management and the control of environmental contamination. 

(USDOE Historical Document) 

DATABASES AND REXORDS MANAGEMENT 

The Action Plan that supports the TPA requires that Ecology and EPA have access to all data 
that iS relevant to workperformed, M to be perfbrmed, under the Agreement. Further9 the Action 
Plan sped= two additional requirements: I) that BPA, Ecology and their respective contractor 
staffs have m s s  to all the i n h a t i o n  electronically [Administrative Record]; and 2) that the 
databases [Envimmmtal Databases] are acoessible to, and used by, all personnel doing TPA- 
&td work. 

H a n f d  has several En-mtaI Databases to document and track the progress of Site 
cleanup: the H d r d  EnvirOnmental Information Systetll WEIS), the H a n f d  Well Information 
Data System (HWIS), the Waste Information Data System (WIDS), and the Hdord Geographic 
Information System (HGIS). HEIS contains the date, time, location, and results fhm samples 
taken during d.Vi t ies 8uch as field investigations and groundwater’rnonibring. HWE contains 
the d w l s  of the wells and boreholes on the Site. W D S  tracks the waste sit= - from discovery 
through cleanup. Each of the databases is supported by several applicatim for entering or 
retrieving information. HGlS keeps track of the locations for waste (WIDS) sites, wells and 
boreholm, and other sampling site locatims. 

Ofthe applications wed to extract data from the hvironmental Databases, the Hdord  Map 
Portal (QMAP) ia the newest, and perhaps the most efficient. QMAP combines the HGIS spatial 
inforrnation with the informition firom the other databases, allowing users to browsre to, or query, 
the waste site or well of interest. A query of a waste site or well engages QMAP to find the 
object. The wer may access the appropriate database. 

In addition to managing data as with the Environmental Databases, records must also be 
protected and preserved. In addition to thedocument control system (Hanford Document Control 
System), the R d  Management Information System’ @MIS) is the repository for many of the 
working copies of records; many recurds have been “retired” to the “Records Holding Area’’ 
@HA). The Administrative Record (AR) is the body ofdocuments and information considered 
or relied on to arrive at a f d  decision for remedial action or management of hazdous waste. 

IzMlS applies only to the Project W o r d  Management Contract (PHMC). 

4 
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An AR is established for each operable unit (Ow; treatment, storage, or disposal unit (TSD); or 
expedited response action (ERA) pup. The AR contains all documents having informaton 
considered in miving mt B d of decision or permit. In addition to the AR, a Public 
Infarmation Repository FIR) was established. The PIR provides for the public’s access to 
information on Hanford cleanup activities mi issues. The PIR was established by the 
Community Relations Plan of the “PA to ensure meaningful public participation. 

All Hanford cantracton are. rquhd to submit r e d s  identified as TPA-related documents to 
the AR for mkntion and public m s s ,  while only the PmjedHanford Management Con- 
(PHMC) cOntractOr or subcontractors wbmit re& to RMIS. Tirus, other contractom at 
H&rd d d  have their own docummlt management systems and the retention of those . 
documents would be covered by specific contract requirements. This way of doing business wilI 
change with the n a t  gemration of co- at Wanford. The draR request for propod of the 
Mission Support Contract requires that the contractor operate and mahtain the new document 
managmat a p t e m  degcribed below. 

A new system was Mmduced in 2004 for holding both working and m r d  capiw of documents, 
the Integrated Document Management System (IX)MS). In March 2004, LM issued guidance on 

Infornzahbn and Recorih Mmugment Tramition Guihm.  Thia document kcuses on LM’s 
goal to preserve and protwt legacyrecords and infwmation. This guidance document mtablishes 
a h e w o r k  for the trans* of records-management xqmsibilities for sites transferring to LM, 
It d e s u i k  the requiremmts, rapnsibilitia, and produrea for the efficient and cost-efktive 
transfer of custody, ownership, and management of rewrds and other information productrr. 

maintaining information a~ sites am cleaned up and W t i o n e d  to long-term stewad& P I  

The Executive Suxxlmasy of that document stat= that, ‘The DOE Office of the Chief Information 
OfIicer (OCIO) has a central role in DOE r e d  management by providing guidance, expertise, 
and caordination to dl DOE offices and organizations and modhation with tlie National 
Archives and R e d  Administration @AM).” The Executive Summary goes on stipulating 
that, ‘The DOE OCIO has 8 antral role in DOE records magement bypvidmg guidance, 
expertise, and cwrdinsltion to dl DOE offices and organizatiom and cobrdidan with the 
Natirmal Archives and Records Actministration (NAlW).” Thus LM’s refcxmm point is 
guidance &om NARA. The guidance h m  NARA concerning the management of electronic 
reootds is the m e  guidance that is wed in the design and implunentation of IDMS. 

The Emf6rd Environmental Databases 

To meet the Action Plan requirement €or el&mnic databasa, DOE and its contractom have 
established the “Hanford Endnmental Informettion Databases,” which consist of four databases 
and several supporhg applications. 

DATABASES 
HanfordEn-mM hfimnah ‘on system pIs )  
H a n f d  Well Momtion System (HWTS) 
Waste Itlfomation pata System (WDS)  
Hanford Geographic Infomtion System (HGIS) 

APPLICATIONS 

5 
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Sample Data Tracking (SDT) System 
WellMsrintenanceApplicatioa(WMA) 
Well Survey Application (WSA) 
Web site mess  to =IS and HWIS databases 
WIDS Application 
Hmfoxd Virtual Library (VL) 
Hanford Geospatial M B ~  Portal (QMAP) 

The databases are required; the applications make the databases efficient, efkdive, and in some 
cases, easy to use. 

IFEIS is a consolidated set of automated resources that manage data collected during 
environmental moniforing and restoration. HEIS incfudes an integrated Oracle database that 
providm consistent, historical and CULTeflt infomation for groundwater, soil, biota, air 
monitoring d c e  water (including Columbia River and seep samples), soil gas, and 
miscellaneous material samples and their analytical d t s .  

HEIS is a well-organized database that contains dl chemical monitoring dah since the 1950s. 
Chemicals monitofed at the Hanford Si& cover a wide spectrum of individual substances, 
matrices, and m p l e x  mixtures, incfuding hazardous organic campunds, metah, and 
radionuclides. More than 600 chemicals are listed in the HEXS database, which contains a total of 
about 2.5 d l i o n  chemical records fox 900 water quality-monitoring wells. 

HWIS documents information about wells and manages the information - from drillingto 
decommissioning The WMA is the data-entryinterface to the database. Infimtlation from 
HWIS and ecanned well documentation can be retrieved through aweb interhe. 

The WIDS database provides a tmkb le  source of informaton about waste sites and otker'sites 
of enviromnentd interest at Hatlford. The system track$ investigation, mediation, and closure- 
action activities d~ the ?'PA 

HOIS is the e a l  platform to manage, update, analyze, d display spatial-related 
mvironmentd data. The HOB wntaim W e d ,  rtwurate maps of the Site and its main features, 
such as buildings, mads, aboveground and underground services, structures, piping, topography, 
geology, wells, and r i w g  and ponds. 

SDT System electronically Megrates steps of the Sample and Data Managmen# Process, SDT is 
used to prepare Sample Authorization Forms (SAFs) a i d  Chain-of-Custody Form, as well as 
Sample Container Labels. The program Etutomates tmking the progress of samples m g h  the 
Sample and Data M m g m e n t  Process. SDT is ?he h t - e n d  applidcm forthe HEIS database. 

The VL is ~ a n f o r t p ~  first graphic usw i n t e r f ~  (GWX) for messing environmentrll Sample ' 
information from HETS. The VL, updated ni&tly from the HE3IS database, provides tools that 
help scientists and engineers acms and d y e  the e n v i m e a t d  information. The VL 
requires training and frequent use for the user to be proficient. 
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EnViroDataAccess W A )  technology is cme of the ment advanced technologies developed 
under the DOE'S Small Bushas Innovative Research (SBIR) program by Cwsultmts For 
En-md System Technologies Inca Most of the chemical data are in #ab& fmn. DOE 
site contmtm, mators,  and other data users sppend hours to repeatedly extract partial 
infmation to understand and use the available informatiom EDA technology eliminates the 
need for the individual HEIS user to extract and plot data. 

QMAP acts as a centralized gempatid data portal (Figure 2) that mn be wed by people with 
minimal skilh in geographic infomation system (GZS) to obtah awimnmmtd and other 
p&mt data. A data portal &WE technology common to diffimnt types of g e q a t i a l  
applications to be implemented once and shared across applications. QMAP hcluda 
communication and feedback bops that allow users to comunicam with data and profile 
atewards about geospatial information. In addition, it links documents, drawings, weather and 
OW refexence infomation to map data Web-map applications produced for QMAP are created 
in a consistent fbrm that complies with data standards. In addition, a spatiddata clearinghouse, 
the Hanfibrd hspatial C h i -  has been integreted i nb  the QMAP portal. In short, 
QMAP lids to each of tbe environmental databases and gives users a common GUI to both view 
the location of the database object, and rehiwe the information about those objects h n  the 
apppriate databases, 

a&- 

- .  
. -  

Web PWS 

Pictures 

Y 

Fig. 2. QMAP integrates data for easy md effective a c c m  to both geogPatiaI and tabular data. 
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For example, Figure 3 illustrates the location of a facility on a map that hasr the l o d o n  of the 
WlDS site included. To access a list of WIDS sites contained in the faciIity, a "p-search" of 
the facility may be performod To aee a list of W S  Sites in and around the facility, one may 
pdmm a buffer s e d  sti& a particular distance away 6om the kcility. From that list, 
summary reports and other information related to the WIDS sites may be listed and downloaded 
to suit the wm'a needs. 

I 

1 .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. ............... 

Fig  3. Users may query QMAP far Yariow data hcludhg the location of a facility. 

In Figum 4, the results for a query againat a well ID produces tt map of the selected well 
surrounded by its neighbors; the query result window (bottom of the graphic) is visible. If the 
well name (199-82-12) is selected (dickd on) in the query result window, information about 
that well may be ob&& from HWB -history, survey, =built sumnary, maintenance records, 
and constnrction infbxmation. If the well ID (A4550) is sei- hfmnatian about the 
envirommtal samples takm may be obtained h m  HEIS. The information from HEIS maybe 
accessed by mtering either the SAP or the sample nunibem, or a range of sample dates. Usually, 
media for the sample from a well A d  be soil or groundw&r, and the search may be done for 

8 
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either specific or all constituents. At the far end of the query results window, the link marked 
with “INSP” allows access to the inspection reports for the well specified. 

. 

I 

Fig. 4. QMAP provides qecific information for wells, includmg W o n  and inspechn reports. 

QMAP is the next step at Hanfd  in makng access to envimmenkl infbmtim avifable for 
the authorized personnel. QW generally does not require the training and experience requit.ed 
for the VL, ye$ it pmvida much ofthe HEIS data available thm@ the VL, BS well as data from 
the other databmes. Best of all; by the time you read this paper, the VL and QMAP will be 
inwated to provide even easier and more, powerful access to enviroIIlTLeptB1 data. 

Records Management at Hanford 

After 60-plw yeam of only storing official records in h h p y  format, Hanhrd has begun 
storing DOE and contractor records e l e c w d y .  In May 2004, DOE approved the use of Open 
Text Livelink@ and its Recards-Management module, pat of IDMS, as a repository for 
electronic reGOIdpI. 

Official records mtained in electronic format may include documents developed by office 
automation applications, including word processing and email; scrulned h g m  of hardcopy 
docuxnents; and recurds &vd from data systems. Regardless of the source, each r d  series 
is reviewed and approved for electronic storage and disposition The IDMS p v i h  electronic 
document management, knowledge management, workflow capability, and a certified records 
repository. 

9 ’  
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IDMS is the cornemtone of the red-information management (RIM) strategy to increase the 
value and accessibility of information to the Hat?fbrd Site using both technology and functional 
processes to provide total electronic life-cycle information management - h m  creation and 
approval through use and archiving. Starting in 2006, IDMS is being used in lieu of the RHA fbr 
achieving record copies of documents. 

Many historical documents that may assist in managing the cleanup and remdation of the 
Hanford Site in the future, as well as legacy management, reside itl the H d r d  Technical 
Library and other locations in either hard-copy OT microfiche form. To be complete in our 
stewardship respomibilities, these documents should be sand and added to systems like 
IDMS that will be used to achieve the Hanford record for future generations. 

CONCLUSION 

Processes and p d m s  need to be in place to assure that both the records and the data required 
by Legacy Management are assembled 4 maintained long before a site will be h e d  over to 
Legacy Managand.  The guideline used to establish programs fbrdatabases and f'8coTds must 
be compatible with the requirements of the end users. 
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